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INTIWDUCTION 
Newcomb has stated that the importance of the concept of reference 
gr01,1p to the social psychologist is that, 11It is a variable intimately 
associated wi tih ·that central problem of social psychology: the rela-
tion. of self to society11 (Hyman & Singer, 1968, p. 21L As will be 
shown, 'this concept has been wideily used as an e:xplanatory construct 
since its introduction by Hyman twenty-seven years ago. Even so, 
Follis (1968) states that the term has never been worked into a precise 
theoretical tool. Pollis concluded that the operational meaning and 
use of the term remain to be defined. As a solution he proposes that 
the concept of reference group be used to predict individual behavior 
as it is related to relevant social stimulus situations. The concept 
reference group denotes that group the norms of which an individual~ 
as he perceives them, has internalized as his own attitudes. There-
fore, Pollis 1 :;; proposal requires an attitudinal analysis of .individual 
behavior in social situations for which experimental methods and 
procedures must be developeo.. The goal of this research is to explo;re 
a method to determine experimentally if a given membership group is 
functioning as a reference group for an individual. 
The term reference group was first employed by Herbert Hyman in 
his article The Ps;ycholog:y of Status (1942). Prior to this study the 
ideas of earlier theorists suggest an awareness of the need for a 
1 
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concept like reference group. In 1890 William James suggested that our 
r1potential11 social self was developed and inwardly strengthenect by 
thoughts of remote groups and individuals who function as points o;f 
reference. Charles Cooley (1902) discussed 11selective affinity11 for 
groups outside of one's immediate environment. William Graham Sumner 
(1906}' used the related notion of in ... groups and out-groups in explain-
ing social behavior. Thomas Dewey (1927) talked about conflicting 
attitudes within the individual due to multiple group membership. 
F. H. Allport (1937} discussed the problem of trying to categorize 
individuals into ffpublics 11 the norms of which reflectE:id the attitudes 
of the individuals studied. It was only by placing a subject in one 
of his 1'publics, 11 Allport theorized, that we could anticipate his· 
behavior. 
HY111an (1942) first proposed the concept of reference group to 
explain the way individuals ranked themselves in terms of their choice 
of a social framework for comparison. Using interv:i,ews, Hyman explored 
the groups that subjects used as social comparison points in judging 
themselves. Hyman found that the standards people set for themselves 
were determ:i,ned by the standards to which they related themselves, that 
there was a. greater frequency of more intimate reference groups for 
subjects than just the general population, and that the values of an 
individual were set into operation by his reference groups. 
Newcomb (1943) used the concept of reference group to explain 
changes in the attitudes of students who had had extended membership 
in tbe Bennington College community. Using interviews and question-
naires to measure attitudes over a four year period, Newcomb determined 
which students everi.tually adopted the norms of the community as their 
own attitudes, i.e., who chose the college as a reference group. 
Stou,ffer, Suchmann, DeVinney, Star, and Williams ( 1949) used a 
concept related to reference groups--relative \ieprivation--to explain 
attitudes held by individuals which did not reflect their objective 
s:i, tuation. Using questionnaires, Stouffer determirted which grou.ps a 
subject used as reference points for social comparison. He found that 
a person's fE!eling of well being or deprivation was not constant but 
rEJlati ve to the feeUngs of well being and deprivation perceived in 
the groups with which he compared himself. 
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Since the early fifties the term reference group bas enjoyed grow-
ing popularity. The concept has been used to account for such process-
es as the formation and change of attitu,des, personal conflict and the 
condition of margini:l.li ty (Sherif & Sherif, 1956). It has also been 
applied to practical problems such as mental illness, acculturation, 
marketing and public relations, political behavior, consumer behavior, 
labor relations, formal organizations, mass communications, juvenils 
delinquency and opinion formation (Hyman & Singer, 1968). 
The concept of reference group has been defined by contemporary 
,, 
researchers in a variety of ways. Sherif and Sherif defined a refer-
ence group as: 
••• those sets of people to which one feels he belongs, 
relates hi-m1361f,:t,o psychologically. • • • those groups in 
which he.,wai:rt:f"to bEf\g,!llu$d as an individual, which include 
the individuals whose opinions make a difference to him, 
whose standards and goals are his (1964, pp. 54-55). 
Shibutani defines a reference group as: 
••• that group whose outlook is used by the actors as 
the frame of reference in the organization of his perceptual 
field. Reference groups arise through the internalization 
of norms; they constitute the structure of expectations im-
putE1dto some audience for whom one organizes his conduct 
(1955, PP• 562-569). 
Krech and Crutchfield state a reference group is: 
Any group with which an individual identifies himself such. 
that he tends to use that group as a standard for self 
evaluation and as a source of his personal values and goals 
(1962, p. 102). 
Newcomb, Turner, and Converse state: 
It should now be clear that a group is a reference group for 
an individual with respect to a certain object when the group 
and its attitudes toward the object are part of the same 
system as the individual's own attitudes toward the object 
(1965, P• 145). 
From .the de.t'ini tions by Shibutani {1955), Krech and Crutchfield 
(1962), Sherif and Sherif (1964} and Newcomb, Turner and Converse 
(1965) it can be said that the concept of reference group consists of 
two jointly related parts: an atti tu.dinal predisposition toward some 
relevant stimuli; and the identification of a collectivity, group or 
organizational.entity whose norms the individual has internalized as 
h:i,.s personal attitudes about that stimuli. 
For the social psychologist the usefulness of studying reference 
groups lies in, ~nowing which group's norms the individual has adopted 
as his own att:j. tudes. These atti tu.des are formed in relat;i.on to the 
norms of the ,reference groµp which c1.re soGial stimuli.,. Once formed 
they re],ate a person to relevant social stimuli. Because of this it 
may be useful to discuss the development of attitudes formed .in rela ... 
tion to social stimuli and the related processes of group and ·norm 
formation. It may also be useful to consider the importance of these 
processes as they relate to the satisfaction of an individual's needs 
and the attainment of his goals. 
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The Emergence of Groupjs, Norm Formation and 
the Internalization of Attitudes 
Field studies (Whyte, 1942; Sherif & Sherif, 1964} and experi-
ments in group formation (Sherif, Harvey, White, Hood & Sherif, 1961) 
have demonst~ated that groups evolve as individuals engaging in 
regular interaction come to perceive one another as necessary for the 
achievement of common goals. A group may be defined as: 
••• a social unit which consists of a number of individ-
uals who stand in (more or less) definite status and role 
re],ationships to one another and whi~ possess a set of 
values or norms of its own regulating the behavior of in-
dividual memp§rs; at least·in matters of consequence to 
the group (Sfierif & Sherif, 19.56, p. 144),. 
' 
As group formation occurs the role expectations and the prestige 
given to each role become standardized in the norms of the group. 
Norms may be defined ast 
• .' · • standardized ways of seeing and doing things. • • 0 
the eJ1pected modes of behavior for the individual group 
members (MacNeH, 1967, p. 2). 
Norms may be conceptualized as behavior with a modal tendency and a 
range of: variation around it (MacNeil, 1964). The norms that are 
formed in· any group, as well as the divii/sion of labor that occurs, 
organ:i,ze group efforts to satisfy those needs and motives that are 
collectively important to the members of the group 0 The norms most 
binding for the group members are those related to shared motives 
in:portant ·in t,he formation and later the tnaintenan~e of thEl group. 
As such, norms define an individual's relationship to other group 
members and those things important to the group. From the members' 
standpoint, the norms and the influence of the norms on their percep-
tion of one another serve to identify the group and separate its 
5 
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members from nonmembers. These in-group feelings, like the status and 
role relations, become standardized in the norms of the group. 
In the early stages of group formation the norms tend to allow for 
wide ranges of individual behavior. As the group structure emerges, 
however, ranges of acceptable behavior i.n regard to matters important 
to the grour tend to become more standardized for the group members. 
Less and less variation in behavior will be tolerated by the group 
members in relation to things important to the group. 
During group interaction individual members internalize the most 
important norms of the group as their own attitudes defining their 
relationship to things important to the group. 1m indi v·idua.l who has 
become psychologically a member/ of a group has internalized these norms. 
as his attitudes. 
4ttitudes may be defined as: 
••• certain regularities of an individual's feelings, 
thoughts, and predispositions to act toward some aspect 
o±; ,his environment (Secord & Backman, 1964, p. 97). 
Social a,tti tudes are those attitudes shared with other persons and 
formed i.n relation to social stimuli, e.g., social norms, material 
culture, people, groups and institutions. Attitudes serve as categor-
ies within which the individual can organize and group his perceptions • 
. Once learned, attitudes become stimuli within the individual which are 
consistent when aroused. They define a relatively persistent state of 
the individual in relation to some stimulus so that, once formed, 
ree:xposure to that stimulus repeatedly evokes that attitude to some 
degree. Therefore it may be said that an attitude 11defines an individ-
ual's characteristic and consistent modes of behavior in relation to 
relevant stimulif' (Sherif & Sb,erif, 1956, p. 494). Sherif states that 
attitudes have motivational-affective properties. This affective 
property of an attitude is due: 
• • • either to the intrinsic, dire ct, or 11instrument al 11 
motivational appeal of the stimulus (such as food. a sex 
object, mother, milk bottle, a period of z_om_ance) or to the 
socially invested stamp of value on the stimulus (Sherif 
& Sherif, 1956, p. 495). 
In addition, symbolic processes in humans enable the formation of 
attitudes toward social stimuli not in their immediate physical pres-
ence. This process is exceedingly important in the study of reference 
group attitudes for it can be seeh that many individuals aspire to and 
identify1 themselves psychologically with collectivities, group!:/, or 
organizations in which they are not members. In addition, there are 
many groups in modern differentiated societies to which individuals 
belong but whose norms are not reflected in those individuals' atti-
tudes and behavior. These groups are membership groups for the in-
dividual and should not be confused with his reference groups. 
Attitudes and the Self Concept 
It is in the process of social interaction that individuals 
acquire or internalize attitudes. Campbell has st~ted that social 
attitudes may qe conceived of in the following manner; ffA social 
attitude is (or is evidenced by) consistency in response to soc:ial 
objects~ (1950, p. 31). The attitudes that define a person's consist-
ent relationship to his physical and social environment do not remain 
unrelated items in the functional process of relating self to the 
environment. As such they may become a part of the self' concept. 
Sherif has stated that the self concept may be con~eived of as: 
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••• a developmental formation (a subsystem) in the 
psyohological make ... up of the individual consisting of inter-
related attitudes which are acquired in relation to his own 
body, to objects, family, persons, groups, soc:tal values, and 
institutions and which define and regulate his relateq.ness 
to them in concrete situations (1956, p. 581}. 
.r' 
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Sherif calls this system the ego or self. The a.t,ti tudes constituting 
this system provide an individual with a.n estimation of his value as he 
believes others perceive him. Sherif designates attitudes forming this 
system as ego-attitudes. Formed in relation to relevant social stimuli, 
many ego-attitudes are thus social in origin. Ego-attitudes impart a 
characteristic.regularity to the individu,alis day to day behavio:ri 0 
Thus, when an ~ndividual is confronted with ego-involving objects, 
events, groups; norms, etc., he behaves much thE:J same as he did in 
earlier encounters with the same or similar stimuli. 
Eg~attit~des become a factor in determining the experience and 
behavior. of individuals when they are a.roused by relevant stimuli. 
11Ego-inv,-olveme~t means that one or more ego-attitudes have become 
functionally operative in a given frame of reference along with other 
internal and external factorsfl (Sherif & Sherif, 1956, p. 402)-. Ego-
. involved. .. beh4v~or is always goal directed. The degree of' ego'"'.involve-
ment varies from mild to intense depending on the significance of the 
attitude.a arou~ed in the individualis personal frame of reference. 
Usi:ng the conceptual paradigm of Sherif (1936), experience and 
behavior are c~nsidered to be jointly determined by the interaction of 
all the internal and .external factors functioning in the individual 1s 
immediate frc:1,me of reference.· But not' all factors weigh equally in 
determining this outcome. In a given frame of reference those stimuli 
most important in determining the particular chara9teristics of an 
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individual's e:x:pe~~ence and behavior are referred to as anchorages 
-
(Sherif & Sherif, 1956). 
At a given moment some attitudes are more influential in determin-
ing our experience and behavior than others. 
In addi tioJJ:.f'riot only attitudes (internal factors) J;,ut the sitwt-. 
I 
tional variables (external factors) in relation to which the .. attitudes 
·. , ,r 
were formed, must be considered as factors in the frame of reference; 
In this context the concept reference group accounts for tho~e groups 
providing :th~ main anchorages determining individual experience and 
behav:i,or in rel,ation to social stimulus situations, The concept of, 
reference group' focuses on the group whose norms are the source of the 
individual's attitudes. 
Re.ference Oroup and the Social Psychological 
Level of Analysis 
Follis (1Q68) states that one reason for the present ambiguity of 
the concept reference group is that there is little agreement on its 
op·erational mea.nin~ and use. Basically, the quesM,on yet to be answer-
ed is what phenomena arEl to be explained by thEi concept. Pollis hypoth-
es:i.zeij that the co~usion over the concept's mean:i.ng and use may be du!:! 
to a lack of cqnsensus on the level of analysis at which the term 
.· .. .i 
should be used. ~_his discussion, and without proposing a hierarchy, 
Pollis nptes th,ree poss:i,ble levelli! of analysis. They are: the socio-
logical level· of analysis, where collectivities, groups and organiza-
tions are studied 1,Jithout reference to given individuals; the psycho~ 
logical level of analysis, where :i.ndividual psychological processes, 
judging, perceivin1, le~ning and motivation are studied; and the 
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social psychological level of analysis, where these bc1sic psychological 
processes are studied as they influence and are themselves influenced 
by those persons, groups and institutions in the environment of the 
individual. 
In research using the concept of reference group, Follis contends 
that lack of agreement on the level of analysis at which the term is 
used has led researchers to confuse the concepts of attitude and social 
norm. PolUs states: 
•• , social norms as defined by perspectives, a group or 
collectivity, although not equatable with an individual's 
attitudinal orientation, have been made functionally equiv-
alent. • • .It is one thing to make a statement about the 
expected collective impact bf behavior of a group as defined 
by the norms of that group and another to make a statement 
about the expected behavior of an individual (1968, p. 301). 
As a solution Follis proposes that the concept reference group be oper .... 
ationalized at the social psychological level of analysis accounting 
for individual behavior in relation to relevant social stimulus situa-
tions. In terms of a research approach Pollis suggests the method 
1,1sed in this experiment, stating that ·uan attitudinal analysis, using 
individual behavioral data, acquired in relation to social stimulus 
situations, rather than social system analysis using normative data 
would be necessaryn (1968, p. 301). 
Using the concept of reference group at the social psychological 
level of analysis in this research indicates that the differential 
effect of specific group and organizational influences on attitudinal 
predispositions of the individual are studied. 
In terms of individual motivation the influence of a reference 
group is in the form of attitudes defining the individual I s personal 
relatedness to some relevant stimulus (Follis, 1968). This is to be 
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contrasted with the effects of a membership group whose influence over 
an individual is more likely the pressur(:l of external social expecta-
tions than the individual I s expectations of himsel,f. Thus a reference 
group may be conceived of as: 
••• a cpnfiguration of sociologically relevant attitudes 
within the individual which are a part of the ego-system and 
which define that individual's characteristic mode of response, 
in specific normative relevant situations {Pollis, 1968, 
p. 302). 
The attitudes formed in interaction with one's reference groups 
cont3titute at least a major portion of the ego ... system or self concept. 
These attitudes, internalized as our personal standards', become the 
basis for the consistency of our behavior from day to day. The more 
important ego-attitudes are related to our identity, feelings of 
acceptance and.status, as well as the satisfaction of our bas:i.c needs. 
In the individual's ego-attitudes there exists the persistent personal 
pattern which forms his relationship to the social and physical su:r,-
roundings. This is his way of relating to the world and satisfying 
his needs •. 
Reference Groups and Conformity and Compliance 
In this research we will attempt to determine if a membership 
group is also c1. reference group for an individual. It will beremem-
bered that a membership group is one to which an individual belongs 
but whose norms may not be reflected in his attitudes, Le., the riorms 
will not be reflected in his attitudes unless the group is also a 
reference group. How can an individual who behaves in accordance with 
the expectations of a group but has not internalized the norms as his 
own attitudes be distinguished from one who has? ':t'his :i.s th(;:l problem 
in distinguishing a reference group from a membership group for a 
given individual. To account for this problem it might be useful to 
distinguish between conformity and compljance. 
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Pullis (1967} has defined conformity as behavior consistent with 
previously internalized judgmental standards. That is, conformity is 
behavior consistent under social pressure and remaining consistent 
when the. social pressure is subsequently removed. He defined compli ... 
ance as behavi.or inconsistent with previously internalized judgmE:1ntal 
scales. That is, compliance is behc;tvior consistent under social pres"" 
su,re which does not persist in the absence of the social prei;;sure. \ 
Using an auditory stimulus situation Pollis (1967) studied the 
resist,.ij},1:ce to change of experimental norms established under one of 
three conditions: an alone, a togetherness (pairs of strangers) and a 
group condition. He demonstrated that subjects forming eJq)erimental 
norms in the presence of persons with whom they had established social 
relationships resisted pressures to change their judgmental no:rtns sig ... 
nigicantly mol!"e than subjects forming norms with strangers (together ... 
ness) or subjects forming norms alone. 
Pollis and Montgomery (1966), using judgments of autokineticmove-
ment, found that individuals forming norms alone conformed least to 
previously est<?-blished norms and complied most with majority pressure 
to change their judgmental scales. Subjects forming norms with 
strangers conformed more to their previously internalized scales of 
judgment and complied less than subjects in the alone condition. 
Subjects forming norms with their group members conformed the most to 
their previous judgmental scales and complied least with pressure to 
shift their judgments. 
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Thus behavior consistent with previously internalized ego-
involving norms acquired in interaction with group members is viewed 
as conform;i. ty and not compliance. Following Pollis (1967) we mc1.y· 
state that the attitudes (internalized norms) most influential in 
determining the specific character of our experience and behavior are 
those formed in interaction with groups and organizations in which we 
are not only members but with which we identify. These are our refer-
ence groups. 
The concept reference group, when taken with Pollis 1s distinction 
between c;onformi ty and compliance, represents that collectivity, group 
or institution the norms of which the individual is using as his 
personal judgmental scales, to which he is conforming. These 
attitudes, formed in relation to the norms of the individual's group, 
define his relatedness to various social stimuli and are functional in 
the achievement of need satisfaction. As such they constitute a part 
of the individual's ego-system. Since a reference group is the source 
of attitudes for•med in relation to specific social. stimuli it is in 
the study of attitudes that reference group identification might be 
deterrniqed. 
In laboratory studies simple perceptual-judgmental tasks have 
been used successfully to indicate an individual's attitudes. The 
basic idea underlying this approach is that a subject's attitudes when 
confronted with relevant stimuli become important factors in determin-
ing his responses to even simple judgments. Thus when measuring 
attitudes in the laboratory it is necessary to select an experimental 
method that allows the subject's own attitudes to determine his 
response to the stimuli. A study by Thrasher (1954), utilizing a 
psychophysical stimulus, established that subjects confronted with 
objectively well structured stimulus situations tend to perceive the 
stimu;t.i in terms of the structure present in the situation. This 
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study also demonstrated that the more the stimulus field was lacking 
in objective structure the greater the effect of internal factors with-
in the individual in shaping the perception of the stimuli. For 
example, Thrasher. demonstrated that. internal fc:1.ctors such as establish-
ed friendship ·pa,tterns with other subjects invariably become dominant 
factors in influencing the perception and judgment when more objective 
structure is lacking. The study by Thrashe:r (1954} indicates that the 
more uncertain the stimulus situation the more important an attitude 
can become in shaping the individual's response. 
Whe.n simple judgmental tasks are used in studying a.tti tu.des the 
eJq)erimenter must fulfill three requirements. The stimulus presented 
to the subject must be relevant to the attitudes being studied. The 
· resea:reher must make certain that there is a definite lac):{ of objective 
structure in the presentation of the stimulus, thus allowing the sub-
ject 's previously formed attitudes in relation to the desired stimulus 
to become dominant .factors in determining his response. Finally, the 
task should always be presented to the subject such that it appears 
unrelated to. the behavior being studied in the experiment (Sherif &. 
Sherif, 1956) •• In this context Hammond (1948) has demonstrated that 
subjects' responses are differentially effected if they are aware of 
the behavior studied in an experiment. The eJq)erimenter and the exper,,, 
imental situation a:re not neutral stimuli to the subject. Using a more 
:i,ndirect method that is also lacking in structure helps to elicit the 
subject's attitudes in relation to the stimuli without arousing his 
defenses. Credible cover stories for the study are useful in this 
context. These three requirements can be adapted to many situations~ 
Purpose of the Study 
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Experimentally operationalizing the term reference group at the 
social psychological level of analysis necessitates the development of 
techniques to {l) identify an individual's reference groups; (2) iden-
tity the norms important to the group in relation to specif:i.G social 
stimuli; and (3) determine behaviorally the attitudes (:refleetive of 
group norms) forming the :individual's personal judgmental scales th?'t 
define his relatedness to ego-involving stimuli~ These attitudes would 
be distinguished from those that are :i.nferred from the subject's 
behavior but which prove inconsistent with his internalized reference 
scales. The former would be labeled as reference group attitudes and 
the latter as non~reference group attitudes. This research will be an 
. exploratory study .of an experimental method to determine whether a 
membership group is also a reference group for a given ind:i,vidua).. 
'CHAPI'ER II 
PROBLEM AND HYPOTHESES 
The goal of this research was to develop an experimental method 
to determine whether a given membership group is functioning as a ref-
erence group for an individual. An experimental situation was 
employed in which an individual's judgments of relevant social stimuli 
were studied. This approach was deemed appropriate for the reasons 
prE;isented in the previous discussion and amplified below. 
Approach to lttitude Measurement 
It can be said that an individual's reference groups are those 
from which he acquires the ego-attitudes central to his self concept, 
feelings of well being and need satisfaction. These attitudes are 
formed in relation to the stimuli, values, beliefs, peoples, places, 
groups, etc, most important in the individual's scheme of things, 
It is questionable whether attempts to measure ego.attitudes have 
proven successful when using direct att:i,tude measurement techniques. 
It is obvious that no researcher, his questions, his manner of inquiry 
or the stated purpose of his study would be neutral stimuli to the 
subject, The researcher and his behavior evoke the subject's own 
attitudinal predispositions toward answering personal questions from 
strangers, his personal prejudices, attElmpts to appear to be a certain 
type person, etc, Public opinion polls, undisguised interviews and 
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direct questionna.ires are not too useful in studying private stands on 
controversial issues witho1+t arousing defens:i,ve responses. To study 
these attitudes :i, t seems more practical to employ an indirect approach • 
. An indirect method minimizes the possibilities of eliciting the 
subject's defen::iive attitudes. If it is unstruct1.1.red it also allows 
him to respond in terms of his own personal values. 
The Stimulus and Its Presentation 
The stimuli in relation to which reference group attitudes are 
formed must be presented in the experimental situat;i.on to obtain a 
measure of reference gro1,1p behavior. It is the individual's att:i,tudes 
in relation to certain stimuli that identify reference group behavior. 
These attitudes originate in inte'.?;'!)ersonal interaction which is likely 
to be highly personal to the individual. Th1.1.s in the experiment the 
stimu.li,evoking these reference group attitudes are likely to be very 
visible. When presenting the relevant stimuli in relation to which 
these attitudes have been formed the stimulus must not stand out 
unnaturally in the subject's perception of the experiment. Again this 
might elicit attitudes of defensiveness conducive to 1'role play:i,ngtt 
· or compl:i,ant behavior rathe:r than responses consistent with his pre-
viously :i,nterna.lized reference group attitudes. In terms of the sub.., 
ject 1s perception, the stimulus relevant to his refe:rence group 
atti tude.s must not be viewed as the subject of the study. 
The presentation of the stimulus must also allow the subject to 
make alternative responses in relation to the re'levant stimuli. Past 
research has demonstrated that this lack of structure is conducive to 
al.'.!,owing the subject's own attitudes to become the dom:i,nant factors in 
determining his responses {Thrasher, 1954}. It is these natural 
responses to pertinent stimuli reflecting the subject I s personal 
attitudinal predispositions that must be measured experimentally. 
Distinguishing Conformity from C:ompJ,iance 
The experimental method must also provide the ability to distin-
guish between an individual conforming to reference group attitudes 
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and one merely complying with perceived social expectat:i,ons. In this 
context the stud:i.es of Pollis (1967) and Follis and Montgomery (1966) 
may prove useful. Pallis determined that those values or norms formed 
in social interaction with one's group members were those that resisted 
change most and were least variable over time. These attitt:ides, how-
ever, were formed in relation to an auditory stimulus and not one of 
lasting personal significance to the subjects. Yet the results do 
parallel those obtained in field studies of natural groups for the 
individuals studied. Ih'th:i,s case the norms formed in group inter-
action and internalized as individual c'!l.ttitudes in relation to stimuli 
important to t:he group were reported. as lasting group products. They 
were also rE)latively consistel').t in the ;Lnfluence they exerted on a 
member's pehavior when alone and confronted with the same stimuli 
(She:t"if & Sher:i,f, 1964). 
Considering these factors an experimental s;ttuationwas.employed 
in which individual responses to relevant social stimuli wer~ indirect~ 
ly analyzed in terms of simple judgments. The social stimuli presented 
to the subjects were chosen to '!>e (l} ego..,involving and, (2) at least 
Yt 
in terms of face validity, relevant to the norms of the group. The 
content of the stimuli presented was either negative or positive in 
affect. This was done to increase the ego-involving aspect of the 
stimuli and elicit the subject's characteristic responses to the 
stimuli in terms of his reference group attitudes. The stimulus was 
presented among other related topics so as to be as inconspicuous as 
possible, A false cover was given as the purpose of the study. The 
subject was also subjected to social pressure to change his judgment 
thus providing a simple measure of conformity or c;:ompliance ~ 
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From the previous research it does seem clear that J,asting atti .. 
tudes are internalized in individuals in the process of social inter.,. 
action with group members. Accordingly, the subject::! in this study 
were fraternity men, and the stimuli presented were positive,and nega ... 
t:i,ve statements about fraternities and fraternity life~ Almost with-
out exception this form of social interaction is voluntary and never 
;forced, upon an individual. Both the individual and the fraternity 
have to find each other acceptable or interaction with the fraternity 
is terminated, In the process of an individual's socialization into 
a fraternity the individual must comply to the norms ,of thl:l group or 
he will never be accepted as a member, 
Part of the socialization process in a fraternity, as in any 
group, is acquiring positive in-group attitudes distinguishable by 
feelings o;f belongingness and common identity with the group. This 
affectiye predisposition colors the individual's perception of the 
norms of the group, its standards of conduct, and matters important to 
the group. These norms, belie:('s, and activities come to be seen as 
desirable and good in tl:iiemselves as well as the socialized members' 
own personal standards. Following Pollis and Montgomery (19661 we 
would expect a subject who has not internalized the group norms to be 
zo 
distinguished from one who has by greater compliance w.l, th 1;1ocial pres.,. 
sure to m~ke negative evaluations of his group rather than conform;tty 
. to previously established positive evaluations of the group • 
. Accordingly the experiment was divided into three phases. In 
phase tf'a baseline measure of attitudes was obtained in :relation to 
the ego.;.involving stimuli, In phase II the stimuJ,i, in equ;tvalent 
form, were pre.sented to tbe subject again. This was an experimenta+ 
session,,~n wp.:tch tQe naive subject was subjected to social pressure by . 
three 11p1anted'" ~ubjects. Thi.s was an attempt to ·induce a change in 
the naive subject •s previous attitudinal position in relation to the 
relevant stimulus. 
. :,, '! 
The degree of shift relative· to each subj1ect. 1s 
previously· stated attitudes in phase I was the dependenti measu:re i:n 
the study. 
Those.individuals conforming most to previous positive evaluations 
of their group, and comply"ing least with .social pressure in phase :u to 
shift to negative evaluations, would a;Lso be expected to show a differ--
. ent:i,al interaction pattern from those complying most and conforming 
least to previous judgmental scales. That is, those.subjects who 
have internalized the group norms as their pattern of relatedness to 
things of group importance would seem to be those participating more 
in group activities. It would be generalJ,y expected that indi vidu.als 
higher in conformity participate more in group activities and those 
higher ;n compl:i,ance participate less :i,n group activities. Phase IIX 
of this study attempted to determine a qualitative measure of each in.-
dividual I s participation in group activities. Through the use of a 
disguised interview employing open-ended questions subjects ware c:ate ... 
go:rized into one of the three groupings: (1) those subjects for whom 
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the fraternity was a reference group; (2} those suojec:ts ambivalent 
about the fraternity as a reference group; and (J) those subjects for 
whom the fratf;lrnity was not a reference g:t:'oup. The responses of the 
:;mbjects in each category were compared with their responses in phase 
II. The categorizat:i,on of Subjects in phase III was conducted w::l thout 
knowledge of the results of phases I and II. 
Hypotheses 
From the research of Pollis (1964), Pollis a.nd Mon~Jgomery (J.966) 
and the f:i.eld studies of natural groups by Sherif and Sheri;f (1964), 
the following predictions are made: 
I. Subjects expressing membership attitudes, positive evaluation 
of the fraternity in relation to the social st:i,muli presented in 
phase I~ ,;1.nd maintaining those attitudes under social pressure to m1;1ke 
a negative evaluation of their groups in phase II will be independently 
categorizedc\S individucJ.ls for whom the fraternity is a reference 
group in phase III. 
II. Subjects expressing membersh:i,p attitudes, positive evalua-
tions of the fraternity in relation to the social stimulus presented in 
phase I, and shifting to a stronger membership position when confronted 
~th social pressure to make a negcl.tive evaluation of their groups in 
phase r.r will be :i,ndependently categor~zed as individuals for whom the 
fraternity is a rf;lference group :i,n phase IIl. 
III. Subjects exprel;lsing membership att;i.tudes, positive evalua-
tion of the fraternity in relation to the social stimuli presented in 
phase I, and shifting to negative attitudes when confronted with social 
pressure to mak~ a negative evaluation of their groups in phase IX will 
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oe independently categorized as individuals for whom the fraternity is 
not a reference group or who are ambivalent about the {ra~ernity a.~ a 
reference gro-up in phase III. 
a~ Those subjects shifting most to negative evaluations of 
the group will be most often catego;ri~ed as indiv:.i.duals 
for whom the fraternity is not a reference group. 
b} Those subjects sh:i.f~ing less than the non-reference grot1p 
category of subjects will be most often categorized as 
ambivalent abo-ut the fraternity as a reference group. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Subjects 
Tne forty-five subjects selected for study were undergraduate 
~a.les living i:t1 fraternities at Oklahoma State University~ Subjects 
were selected during phase I from all male students taking introductory 
psychology and sociology courses. This selection was based on the 
subjects' indication that they lived in fraternities when giving their 
addresses on an information sheet in the phase I questionnaire, 
Forty-seven per cent of the subjects were college freshmen, 
forty,,,.two per cent were sophmores, nine per cent were juniors and two 
per cent were seniors, Sixty-four per cent of the subjects had inter-
acted with their fraternities long enough to become formal members (at 
Oklahoma St!lte University this would ncnnally be six to ten school 
months). c Thirty,-six per cent of the subjects had not interacted with 
their fraternities long enough to become forma:).. members. 
Design 
The expEiriment was divided into three phases, In phase I a base-
line position representing the subject's attitude about his fraternity 
(membership group) was established~ In pha:::;e II changes in the sub~ 
jectls positive evaluation of .fraternities when confronted with negative 
evaluat:Lons from a ttplanted11 major;i. ty were measured in an experimental 
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situation. In phase III an interview was conducted in wl;lich the sub,.. 
ject was. categorized. as either (1) taking the ,fraterjfty as a reference · 
/ ' 
group; (2) ambivalent about the frat,erni ty as a ref.e.rence group; or 
(J) not taking the fraternity as a reference group •. Each phase of the 
experim~nt waa conducted independently and without knowlecige of the 
data collected in the other phases. 
Ea,ch subject participated in what appeared to the subjects to be 
three dif.f'ere:qt projects~ These projects were the three phases of the 
experiment, Phases I, II, and 1:rr of the study were performed by 
different :i;-esearch assistants under the direction of the author, Eq.ch 
phase was conductec;i in a different location and w,i. th a differ~mt stated 
. . 
purpose, Every s:i,rnilar:t ty, o;r possible connection, between :the three 
phases was minimized •. This was deemed necessary to preserve the cover 
that these studies were unrelated, thus allowing the experimenter to 
make repe~ted measures of .a subject without the subject ts knowledge. 
This was necessary since some of the subjects inter,;3,cted daily with 
others in their fraternity wbo had also participated in this research. 
The procedure used minimized the possibility of subjects discussing 
~- . 
among themselves the experiments they had participated in, not:i.cing 
9-nything suspicioµs and revE;irting to 11role playingtt in phase II or III. 
Ihst.ru,nents 
Three d:i,ff~rent questionnaires were used to gather data on the 
subject I s a tt;i, tude about his membership group. In phase I the first 
quE;Jst:l,onnaire was a pencil and paper instrument administered in basic 
psychology and sociology classes. In phase n the second questionnaire 
was made into a tape recording to which. the na:i,ve subject and three 
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plants responded aloud in an e:xperimental situation. ln phase IJI the 
third questionr.i,aire·was used as an open•ended ;interview with items 
d.esigned to determine a subject 1s reference group identification. 
"A,'¥t Since repeated measures were needed to determine experimentally 
the subject's attitude toward his fraternity, those items on which 
displaoement was measured had to be comparable. The subjects were 
presented with the st:i,muli about their membership group within· a short 
t:i,me span o.t' one to three weeks. Because the probability was great 
that the.items about fratern:i,ties were highly visible toat least some 
subjects, a procedure was necessi ta.tad to reduce the s:i.milar;i. ty. . This 
procedure served to lessen suspicions of the.subjects as·to what was 
actually being studied, thus helping to insure more natural responses. 
Accordingly, different questionnaires were used in phases I and II. 
To requce the visibility of the stimulus material in the questionnaire, 
both critical and non~critical items had tQ blend such that th~ focus 
of study was not obvious. 
Non~Critical Items 
Seven gene;ral topic areas relevant to the enviornment of the sub-, 
jects were chos~n as the soµrce of the non-critical items. l'hey weret 
0.) everyday college e:xperiences, {2} dormitory living in college, 
(3) collegiate sports, (4) college academics, (5) campus politics, 
{6} college administration, (7) college religious experiences. The 
topic of ,fraterp;i. ty l.i ving was the source of the .cri t~cal i tams,. ;aoth 
critical and non-critical items were writt~n in such a way that the 
wording of the critical itmes d:i,d not make them obvious as the point 
of study. All items were either positive or negative in affect; no 
neutral items were used, The questionnaires in phases I and II con-
sisted of thirty-eight items with an approximately equal number of 
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i terns dealing w:l th each of the topics (listed above)} in each instrwnent. 
Critical Items 
The:re were four cr:j,tical ;items on each instrument. They consisted 
of two positive and two negative statements about fraternities. It 
was thought that the same items on both instruments would be too recog-







In a fraternity it's sqrt of difficult to really be 
yourself (item 33). 
One of the best ways to have all the good things in 
college life is to belong to a fraternity (i tern 8). 
Being in a fraternity sort of 'helps to comp],ete a 
student's education (item 15}. 
All fraternities are just snobbish, conceited little 
groups (item 26). 
Phase II 
l, It's kind of ha::r;'d to just be yourself when you live 
in-a fraternity (item 7). 
2. Fraternity life is one of the best ways to e:xperience 
the finer things in. college life (i tern 15). 
3, A student's education is more complete if he has 
lived in a fraternity (item 26}. 
4, On every campus the most self-centered, stuck-up 
cliques ar~ always fraternities (item 33), 
In rewording the four items the author attempted to convey the same 
:i,)1.formation w:i th the same qegree or direction of affect. The pos:i, ti ve 
or negative affect was made comparable by using similar adjectives. 
The distinction between extreme and moderate statements was also ma:i,n-
tained within each statement. 
A different but comparable f~ve ... paint Likert scale was used in 
//, 
phases I and II. The same sca]e was not used, in order to reduce any 
similarity in the two instruments. In phase I the scale used was: 
Very Pro, Pro, NE;iutral, Anti, and Very An.ti. In phase !I the scale 
used was: Very Positive, Positive, Neutral or Middle, Negative, and 
Very Negative. 
Phase I'.: Establishment of Basel;i.ne · Attitudes 
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A questionnaire was administered to approximately 1SOO students 
in introductory psychology and sociology c],asses (Appendix A)~ The 
members of social fraternities were the only subjects of interest. 
However, by having all students in class fill in the questionnaire the 
' subjects being studied were unaware of this and suspicion of anything 
different from }'Jhat the instrument purported to measure was minimized. 
The cover of the questionnaire was :Labeled as a llla.ster's project in the 
Department of Sociology titled '"A Study of the Student~ s Perception of 
College Life. 11 ; Twenty graduate assistants ad.ministered the question-
naire for the etCPerimenter in the classrooms, stating that they were 
doing so for so~eone else. A fictitious name was used on the front of 
the instr1.+ment •. , 
?hase II: Measuring Shifts in Subject's Attitudes About 
the Membership Group 'When Confronted with a 
Conflicting Majority 
In phase II subjects obtained in phase I were tel~pboned by a 
female assistant and asked to participate in a psychology experiment. 
All of the subjects were told that their names had been selected at 
random from enrollment lists. Upon agreeing to participate they were 
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told whe:q. and where the experiment would be conducted and the nc+me Qf 
tl').e person who wou,ld be running the experiment. The author did not 
appear or take part in phase ti. By u,sing an assist,ant to gather the 
dAta the author remq.ined unassociate.d with phasE) Il. 
Each subject wa:11 told he would be paid $2.00 for serving as a 
subject~ Of the seventy-eight subjects ga:i,ned in phase I, seventy 
subjects agree<;i to partiQipate in phase II and fifty-two actually 
.attended the experimental session. · On the average three to four . ,1 
subjects w~re contacted from each of twenty social fraternities. 
This small number of subjeqts from each fratern:i, ty mininp.zed the 
probabil:i. ty of rumors a.rising about this phase \d~. the research. 
!f a subject a.greed to participate he was schedu],ed f9r a partic-
ular t:i,me a few days in advance. All subjects were reminded.of the 
experiment by ,a post card. . To help the subjects rememb$r their sohedr 
uled ti~e they were instructed to keep their post cards and bring them 
with them, On the day of the e:xpe:riment the 13ubject. was reminded by 
phone. If he did not come he was rescheduled, and if possible another. 
subject. was cqntacted to fill the vacant time. 
Phase n was conducted in a small classroom. When the subject 
arrived he was asked to wait in an anteroom with three other subjects 
(a.ct'\la.lly coll:aborators serving as pl~ted subjects) waiting to pa,rtiq-
ipate in the same study. ..4. female assistant collected the post cards 
from the naive subject a.nd those provided by the researche:r for. ea.ch 
planted. __ subject •. When all fo1,1r subjfcts were present the assistant 
.escorted them into the classroom, 
In the classroom the fou~ subjects sat facing another assistant 
q,cros~ a table. A tf~e recorder wit,h the instrument used in phase II 
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reqorded on it, the data sheets used to record responses and a car.d-
boarcl sign sitting upright with a ,five-point scale printed' on it were 
centered on the table. Once in the room the assistant casually suggest .... 
ed where each subject should sit, the naive subject sitting in the 
fourth seat so that his responses would be preceded by those of the 
plants. This seating arrangement was planned to create maximum social 
p:ressure for the naive subject to comply with the plants on the crit;i.-
cal :i,tems concerning fraternities. 
If the naive subject happened to sit in a middle seat the aElsist-.. 
ant corrected this by a simple technique. When all the stJ,bjects were 
seated he wrote their last names on a data sheet used to record each 
subject's responses. The assistant would purposely copy (in ink) the 
names in the wrong order, casually discover the mistake, ,land apologet-
l, 
ically ask the subjects to switch seats. The prder was always the 
same~ the three plants giving their judgments first and then the naive 
subject making his judgment. 
When all subjects were .... seated in the prope;r order the assistant 
\ 
'r· 
read the following instructions: 
You.have been asked here to participate in some research 
on attitudes. The purpose of this study is to explore the 
meaningfulness of student participation in the campus environ-
ment. This is an area in which there has peen much discussion 
and research. 
Tonight you will be presented with several statements 
aoout campus life. Each statement will be repeated twice. 
You will use the scale in front of you to respond to these 
statements. The scale ranges from two pluses, Very Positive; 
one plus, Positive; zero, Neutral; one minus, Negative; two 
minuses, Very Negative. This is a common scale used in .such 
research. You are to respond aloud according to your per-
sonal view of each statement by using this scale. 
The assistant answered any questions abotJ,t the procedure and then 
began the e:xperiment. In phase II the instrument used was made into a 
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tape recording and p;resented :i,dentically to all the subjects 
(Appendix B). This was done to reduce similarities between this 
instrument and the one these same subjects had filled out in phase i. 
It also reduced unnecessary var:i,anoe in the presentation of the stimuli 
as might have occuJ;"red if the instrument had oeen verbally presented 
by the assistant. 
The plants were ttained in practice sessions to give certain re.-
I . 
sponses on specif:i,c items. These items on which responses were pre-
scribed by.the researcher were the four critical items and·th:e·two 
statements irmnediately preqeding each critical item. On all other non-
critical i terns the plants were instrncted to vary their judgments~ 
Using th:i,s method natural appearing variation was maintained in the 
overalljudgll).ents of the plants, It was obvious that the statements 
about fraternities werE1 not the only items on which the plants were 
unanimous. It was felt that this mixture of unity and variance in re~ 
sponses--was normal enough not to arouse any suspicio~ in the naive 
subject. It also presented the naive subject with the unanimous con .. 
flicting judgment necessary to create the social pressure on the 
c:d ti ca:).. i tams. 
A.f~er the session was finished each.subject was pail:i $2,00, signed 
a receipt for .his money and left the classroom. The naive subject was 
the last to be paid and sign the subject rece,ipt sheet. The assistant 
enga.ged,him :i,n a conversation long enough to allow the plants to step _ 
into an,adjoining room. When the na:i,ve subject emerged he was the only 
one left in the anteroom. Using th:Ls procedure· the subjects were run 
every forty-five minutes, 'l'he method enabled the assistant to use the 
same plants repeatedly without the subjects being collectively aware of 
it. 
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No naive subjects from the same fraternity were scheduled on the 
same day for phase II. This was done to reduce the possibility of 
:rumors starting among the subjects discussing their similar experiences. 
Phase III: Interview to Categorize Subjects as Using the 
Fraternity as a Reference Group, Not Using the 
Fraternity as a Reference Group, or 
Ambivalent About the Fraternity 
as a Reference Group 
Subjects completing phases I and II were telephoned by the re-
searcher and asked to participate in a survey l::>eing done by the Man .... 
power Research Center. The researcher explained that he was a graduate 
assistant in t:q.e Manpower Program and was conducting interviews for 
his survey. Any one who participated would be paid about $2,00 an 
hour, tpe subjeots were told. Of the forty-six subjeots agreeing to 
participate, forty-five were interviewed. When a subject agreed to 
help he was given a definite time for his interview. He was reminded 
a day ahead of time by post card and again the day of the interview by 
phone. 
Phase III was conducted in the Manpower Research Center in the 
Business Building at Oklahoma State University. The interviews lasted 
about forty-five minutes and were tape recorded without the subject's 
knowlectge. To make the subject feel at ease nothing he said was wr:Lt-
ten down during this interview. This was done to make the interview 
more relaxed and to allow the subjects to feel free enough to respond 
spontaneously. The researcher began the interview by thanking the 
subject for coming and telling him how much he apprec;a,tE;Jd the 
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subject's help. The researcher then paid the subject for helping with 
the survey. From the very beginning the subject was engaged in friend-
ly small talk. The interviewer inquired where he was from, why he came 
to Oklahoma State University or anything that appeared appropriate. 
Througn this process the interview was begun in a friendly atmosphere 
in which the interviewer tried to get the subject to talk freely about 
himself. Wnen rapport was established the reseqrcher repeated from 
memory the purpose of the study: 
(Subject's Name), :r am a Fellow in the Manpower Program 
here in the Department of Economics. This is an interdisci ... 
plinary program made up of students from several departments, 
all tTaininp to be Manpower researchers. This project you 
are helping me with serves two purposes:- (1) it is part of 
an internship for my degree and (2) it gives me a chance to 
use some of the statistical and methodological techniques 
I have been lec1rning in othe:t:' courses. What I am working 
on, along with all the other Manpower Fellows, is how insti~ 
tutions effect the solutions of Manpower problems. Because 
my background is in psychology, I am studying (l)' how indi-
viduals perceive institutions, (2) how they relate to them, 
and (3) how much they are satisfied by the institutions that 
serve them. 
I have selected the campus and its institutions as my 
subject for study. The institutions I am concerned with are 
the administration, the faculty, the student body with its 
regulations; the physical structure of the campus and j,ts 
reg11lations, and all the organizations on and off campus. 
At this point the subject was shown a letter from the Dean of 
Men approving the project and asking all students particip9,ting to 
cooperate fully. The experimenter then repeated from memory: 
(Subject's Name), I want you to know that everything we 
do and say here is absolutely confidential. After you leave 
I 1ll just jot down a few notes from what you have told me. 
I'll combine these and all my other notes to write my re ... 
search report this summer when I am finished. Your name and 
what you tell me will not appear in any specific manner. OK? 
The interview then began, It consisted of forty questions all 
of which were open-ended allowing the subject to say as much or little 
as he pleased ( Appendix C).. Throughout the interview the re searcher 
tried to maintain a relaxed atmosphere by working each question into 
the conversation. There was no fixed order for, the questions. 
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The topic of the survey (used as a cover) was 11Institutions as 
They Are Perceived by the People They Serve. ff The university adminis,.. 
tration, the facuJty, student body and student regulations, the 
physical construction of the university and all the organizations on 
and off campus were being studied as ffinstitutions,n the subject was 
·told. Thus the subject cou,ld legitimately be asked questions about 
his fraternity. 
The discussion of a subject's :relationship to his fraternity, the 
amount of time he spent with his fellow members, what act:i, vi ties he 
participated in and,-th~ he did not, whether he intended to continue 
to live in the fraternity, why he pledged his fraternity, how happy he 
was w:l, th. it, and how it had changed for him since he began associating 
with it were all woven into the general conversa,tion. Generally, eaqh 
fraternity question was prefaced by items asking for similar opinions 
or in,formation about some other 11insti tutiontr also being studied. At 
the end of the interview the experimenter asked each subject what he 
thought of the study. No subjects appeared alarmed or upset, and many 
said they enjoyed it and ~ere glad they could help. The researcher 
thanked the subject and escorted him out of the builcting. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Ih this research reference group ide~tification is measured by 
comparing the degree of judgmental displacement from phase I to pha13e 
II w.i, th the categories assigned each subject in phase III. The cate-
gory cl.ssigned to each subject in the phase IU interview was based on 
three factors:: a content analysis ·Of each interview, the group acti vi-
t:i, es each subject said he engaged in, and the interviewer's subjective 
impressioµs of the subject. 
The content analysis of the interviews in phase III was performed 
· oy tape recordip,g all sessions and analyzing them for content ,themes , 
in six categories: positive, neutral and negative themes stated about 
the subject's local fratern;i.ty chcl.pter and positive, neutral and nega~ 
tive themes toward the subject*s national fraternity organization or 
fraternities in general. A theme was defined as a phrase, a sentence, 
or even a. word that expressed a single idea or thought about some.· 
object, 
The,subject's behavioral activities as he related them were also 
recorded from the interview. These were used to dt3termine some esti,.. 
mate of his actj,vity in his fratern:i,ty. 
Finally the researcher's subjective impressions of the subject's 
interest cl,nd involvement in his fraternity were also taken into con ... 
sideration in categorizing each subject as taking the fraternity as a 
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reference group, ambivalent about the fraternity as a reference group, 
or not taking the fraternity as a reference group. 
Chi-Square analyses of the distributions of positive, neutral and 
negative themes expressed by subjects classified as reference group, 
ambivalent and non ... reference group wel;"e performed. The distribution 
of affective themes for subjects assigned to the reference group and 
subjects assign~d to the non-reference group category were both signif-
icant at the ~Ol level, Approximately 70 per cent of all "\;,hemes ex-
pressed toward the local chapter and fraternities in general by sub~· 
jects in the reference group category were posi t:i,ve in affect. In 
contrast, approximately 66 per cent of all themes toward the chapter 
and fraternitieF3 in general for subjects in the non-reference group 
category were negative in affect. The distribution of all themes 
expressed by subjects in the ambivalent category were approximatE!ly 
equal and not signif;lcant by the Ch:i.-square test. All subjects tended 
to use the same. proportion of affective themes to d:i,scuss the local. 
chapter of their fraternity as they did when discussing fraternit:i,es 
in general. This analysis of affective themes was used to support the 
categorization pf subjects into the three groups in phase III. 
'l'ne mean frequenoy of affective themes expressed by subjects 
during the interview were distributed as shown in Table I, Table L 
shows a decreasing average frequency of positive themes in the order 
of the reference·group, the ambivalent and the non-reference grol,lp 
category of subjects. This held true ,for the attitudes toward the 
local chapter as well as fraternities in general. There is also an 
increasing frequency of negative themes in the order of the reference 
group category, the ambivalent category, and the non-refere:nce group 
TABLE I 
MEAN FREQUENCY OF POSITIVE, NEUTRAL AND NEGATIVE THEMES EXPRESSED 
_TOWARD THE LOCAL.CHAPI'ER AND FRATERNITIES IN GENERAL 
Classification of 





Themes Expre.sseq Toward. Local Chapter 
of Fraterni tz 
Positive Neutral Negative 
8072 2.50 .93 
6.36 5.70 5.70 
1.30 3.00 9.70 
Themes Expresseq Toward Fraternities 
in General 
Positive Neutral Negative 
1.60 2 .. 40 .89 
5.30 3.00 3.60 




category of subjects, Again this holds true for the attitudes expres• 
sed toward the local chapter and fraternities in general, 
Under social pressure the mean amoµnt of displacement :in atti tttd:--
inal position ;from phase I to phase II was greatest for the no~~ 
· :t'E!ference group category of subjects (~: 5,3,3}. This was expected. 
The reference group pategory of subjects ranked second in the amount of 
clisplacement under social pressure (f = :i. 79) •. Thi1;1 was not e~ected, 
'l'be ambivalent category of subjects displaced the least under social• 
pressure· (i = 1.00}. This, of course, was also not expected, . Out oi' 
45 subjects, 38 were classified in the reference grovp category, 4 in 
the c:J.mbi valent category and 3 in the non .. reference group c;:ategory.. . The 
small number of subjects in this research clai;rnU'ied in the non• 
reference group and ambivalent category may have produced the une:iq,ect-
ed ordering of the degree of displacement in tne three. categories, 
Wl':len the mean amounts of displacement ;for aJ.l three categories 
were compared with one another by a Duncan's Range Test each mean was 
found to. q.iffer significantly from the other two (Table rIL 
The mean positive themes taken from the content analysis of the 
phase III interview were compared for the reference group, ambivalent 
l . ' . ' . 
and non-.re;f'erence group categories by a Duncan I s Range Test~ Ea.en of 
the thrE1e'means'was found to differ signific~ntly from the other two 
(Table III),. 
'rbe mean negative themE!S taken from the content analysis of the 
phase IlI interv:i,ew were compared for the reference group, ambivalent 
and non-reference group categories by a Duncan 1s Range 'l'est, .A.gain 
each of the three meanf was found to differ s;i,gnificantly from the 
other two (Table IV). 
TABLE II 
A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN 1u"'10UNT OF DISPLACEMENT (PHASE I TO PHASE II} 
ACROSS THE. THREE CATEGORIES: REFERENCE GROUP, AMBIVALENT 
AND NON-REFERENCE GROUP 
Categories Mean Amount 
Co!l!P are<l Displacement di' P<1{-
Reference Group vs. 
lhnbi valent 1. 79 vs. 1.00 43,43 .05 
_1}.ef ere nee Group vs. 
· ~Non-Re.ference Oroup l. 79 vs. 5.33 43,43 .05 
Non-Re.ference Group vs. 
funbi valent 5.33 -vs. l. 00 43,43 .05 




A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN POSITIVE THEMES (PHASE III) AMONG 




Refere-nce Gr-0up vs .. 
'Ambivalent . 
. Reference Group ·vs~ 
Non-Ref.arenee Group 
Non-Reference Group vs. 
:Ambivalent 
Meari_Positive 
-Theines . - - -
6.72 vs,. 6,.36 
8-. 72 vs. l.30 
L.30 vs. 6..36 . 












A COMPARISON OF THE MEAN NEGATIVE THEMES (PHASE III} AMONG 
THE THREE CATEGORIES: - REFERENCE GROUP, AMBIVALENT 
CatEagories 
Co!!!e,ared 
Ref_e:re-nee Group vs • 
.lmbi valent 
Reference Group vs. 
Non-Reference Group 
Non-Reference Group v-S. 
~bivaJent. 
AND NON-REFERENCE GROUP 
M:ean N"egative 
Themes 
9 . 60 vs. 5. 70 
9 .. 60 vs. .93 
.9J vs. 5. 70 












A comparison between the summed mean displacement (phase I to 
phase II) is presented in Tab1(3 V. From Table V it may be seeri. that 
the reference group category of su,bjects remained the closest to the 
strongest possible membership position of 20 in phase II. l'he ambiva-
lent category of the subjects remained the second closest to the 
strongest mf;lmbe:tiship pos:i, tion whiJ,e the non-referf;lnce group c~tegory 
of subjects shifted to the weakest membership posit~qn. 
TABLE V 
A COMPARISON OF 'J.'ID3) SUMMED MEAN SCALE POSITION ON THE 
CRITICAL ITEMS (PHASE I TO PHASE I): Wl'l'H A 
TOTAL OF 20 POSSIBLE POINTS INDICATING 






~ea,ri Summed Position On· .·Mean· Summed Position On 







A comparison of. the shift in attitv.dinal positions from phase I 
to phase II ,;tnd the categorization of subjects in phase :rn: produced 
the distribution in Table v:r. 
On the basis of the data in Table Vl th!;! fqllowing conclusions 
about the hYPotheses are made. 
Hypothesis .I stated t:hat subjects expriessing membership atti tuq.es 
in phase I and maj,ntaining those attitudes in phase II would be · . 
T'A.BLE VI 
A COMPARISON OF THE DEGREE OF DISPLACEMENT (PHASE I TO PHASE II} WITH THE THREE 
CATEGORIES ASSIGNED IN_PHA.SE Ill: REFERENCE GROUP, AMBIVALENT 
llgebrafo Sum of Total 
,Displacement on .Critical .. 
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independently categorized in phase r:;rr as individuals for whom the 
fraternity functioned as a reference group. Hypothesis r received. 
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only weak support from the data presented in Table VI. From Table VI 
:it may be seen that all subjects not sh;i.fting their position in phasE;J 
II (all subjects with zero) were cl.ssigned to the :rreference group cc1.te-, 
gory in phase III. 'I'he tiypothesis is only partially supported, how,.;.' 
ever, because of t~e large number of subjects assigned to the reference 
group category that shifted negativ~ly. 
H:zeothesis .ll stated that subjects expressing member$hip attit1.1des 
in phase I and shifting to a stronger position in phase II would be 
independently categorized in the phase III :interview as individuals 
for whom the fraternity functioned as a reference group. It peceived 
only weak support from i;,he data in Table VI. Of the seven subjects 
shifting to a stronger position (all subjects with pos:i.tive shifts) in 
phase II six werei independently assigned to the reference group cate-
gory and one to the ambivalent category, ls w:i,th hypothesii;; I this 
prediction receives only partial support due to the large number of 
subjects assigned to the reference group.category that did shift 
negativ1:1ly. 
gypothesis III (a) stated that subjects expressing membership 
attitudes in phase I and displacing the most to weaker positions 
(subjects with negative shifts): in phase II would be most often assign,.. 
ed to the non--referenc~ group category. eypothesis III (a} was not 
supported by the data in Table VI. lt wc1-s expected that sU,bjects c;iis-
placing to the weakest positions (definect in this research as displace ... 
ment exceeding the median of the total range of negative displacement, 
i.e., ..,4) would be assigned to the non-reference· group category in 
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phase III. Nine subjects displaced past the median of the total range 
of :negative shifts. Of these eight were as.signed to thE;l l:''E:lference 
group category while only one was categori;rnd as non.,..reference group. 
HYPothesis III (b) stated that subjects expressing membership 
attitudes in phase I ar,i.d displacing less than the non..-reference group 
subjects, i.e., less than -5, hut more than the reference group sub-
jects, ~'.e., -1 or more, would be assigned to the ambivalent category. 
:rt was not supported by the data in Table VI. There were twenty"'!three 
subjects that displaced ~way from the membership group less than the 
median of the totc;!.l range of negative displacements. ·rt was predicted 
that these subjects wotrld bE:l classified in the ambivalent category, 
Of these twenty-three, e;lghteen were assigned, to the referenqe gro11p 
category, three were placed in the ambivalent category, and two were 
labeled as not taking the fraternity as a reference group. 
CHAPTER V 
SU'MMiUtY A!W CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this research was the exploration of an experimental 
mE;Jthod to determine whether or not a given membership group also func-
tioned as a reference group for an individual. Subjeots were selected 
from fraternities in which they lived and interacted daUy. All sub-
jects participated in a three phase study. Each phase was made to 
appear as a differ,ent study. In phase I a baseline position represent..,, 
:i,ng 1 the subject's attitude~ about his fraternity (memoe:rship group) was 
estaolished with a questionnaire administered in classrooms. Phase II 
was an experimental situation in which the subject was confronted with 
negative evaluations of fraternities from a 11planted'11 majority. Any 
change in his previously stated attitudes about fraternities was 
measured in this session. In phase II a differen-h questi<;mnaire from 
the on~ used in phase I was administered from a tape recording to the 
subject and three plants. This questionnaire had the same number of 
comparable critical i terns as the questionnaire used in phase I. In 
phase LII an interview employing open-ended questions was conducted. 
The interview was recorded by a hidden tape recorder. A content analy-
sis of each subject• ::i affeoti ve statements about fratGrni tie:;;, the 
group :l,nteraction each subject stated he engaged in, and the inter-
viewer' ;3 subjective impressions of each su.b.ject•s involvement in his 
fraternity were u,sed to assign each subject to one of three categories. 
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Each subject was labeled as eit):ler (1} taking the fraternity as a 
reference group, (2} ambivalent about the ,fraternity as a reference 
group, or ( 3} not taking the fratE)rni ty as a reference group. The 
displacement on the critical it1ems (about fraternities), when the 
subjects were confronted with pressure to (:)valuate the i terns negat:i, vely 
(adopt a non,-,reference group pos:i. tion}, was the dapendent variable in 
this study. Each subject's displacement on the critical items was 
compared with the category to which he was assigned in the third phc1.se, 
The content analysis of the recorded interviews determined the 
frequency of positive, neutral, and negative references to the sub ... 
ject I s looal chapter and frate;irni ties in general. The mean a,ffecti ve 
reference fori the·three categori(3s to which subjects were assigned 
were also compared with the mean displacement of the subjects for each 
of the three categories. 
The results imply that an accurate determination of an inq.ivid-
ual's refE)rence group co1,J.ld not be made u,sing the degree of displace .... 
ment in an individua.l 1s judgments c;iccurr;i.ng under social pressure. 
Only 38 per cent of the subjects studied displaced their judgments as 
pred:i.cteq. However, the extremely small proportion of subjects 
assigned to the ambivalent and noz;i,..-reference group categories does not 
allow a thorough evaluation of the method. The small per ceptage of 
subjects displacing as predicted may have been due to the number of 
subjects studied. 
Hypotheses I and II predicted that those subjects for whom the 
fraternity functioned as a reference group would hold their original 
attitude toward f~aternities or shift positively in the second phase. 
Though these predictions received partial support from thE;J data, in 
Table VI they account for only 15 per cent of all the subjeqts stt1.died. 
Of the l.3 subjects displacing posi t:l, vely or not changing at all 12 
were categorized as taking the fraternity as a reference group as 
predicted. One subject was assigned to a category not in line with the 
predictions. 
:fiypothesis III (a) predicted that those subjects not t&king the 
fraternity as a reference group would displace the most under social 
pressure in the second phase. It was not supported by the data in 
Table VI. In terms of the shift in judgmental position in the experi-
mental sessions the non-reference group category was defined as a shi,ft 
to a weaker membership group position exceeding the median of the nega-
tive range of d:l,splacements. Of the subjects in this range of dis,., 
placements only 13 per cent were categorized as not taking the f:ratern-. 
ity as their reference group, Eighty-seven per cent of these subjects 
were lal;leled as taking the fraternity as their reference group. 
Hypothesis III (b) predicted that those subjects ambivalent about 
the ,f'raterni ty as a referen<;:e group though displacing negatively would 
not displace c'.\S far as the non-reference group category in phase III. 
Th;is hypothesis was not suppo:r;,ted by the data in 'l'aole VI. In terms of 
the shift in judgmental position in the.e4Perimental session, ambiva-
lence was defined as displacement to a weaker membership group position 
that did not exceed the median of the total range of negative disp:l.ace-
ments •. Of the subjects in this range of displacemE)nts only 19per cent 
werie categorized as ambivalent as predicted. Seventy-..five per cent of 
the subjects in this range of di~placement were) catE)gorized as reference 
group subjects and the remaining 6 per cent as non-reference group. 
Thus, 81 per cent o.f the subjects shifting to the ambivalent range when 
confronted with social pressure to evaluate fraternities negatively 
were not reGognized as ambivalent in the phase III interview. 
The content analys:i,s compared the mean positive, neut;ra.l and 
negative references to the fraternity with the mean amount of displace-
ment of each category as13igned in phase XIL The non-reference group 
category of subjects displaced to the most negativEl membership group 
positions under social pressure. They also tElnded to give the most 
negative and least positive membership group references in the phase 
III interviElw. The ambivalent category of subjects tended to displace 
the least under social pressure. Though they displaced the least, they 
only ranked second in the number of positive and negative references to 
the fraternity and fraternities in general. The reforence group cate-
gory of subjects ranked second in displacement under social pressure 
- -
but made the highest number of po13:i,tive and the lowest numbel;' of nega-
tive references to fraternities. The differences in all these means 
were significant to the .05 level. However, the relation was not as 
would be expected between the order of dispJ,acement and the frequency 
of affective themes about the fraternity. Again the small number of 
subjects perceived as ambivalent about taking the fraternity as a 
reference group or not taking the fraternity as a reference group 
could be responsible for this reversed order. 
Discussion of Experimental Results 
The result$ indicate that the method employed in this research 
was not successful in determining whether a given membership group was 
functioning as a reference group for an individual. In evaluating the 
method's failure five points will bE1 discussed. Were the critical 
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i terns ego-d,nvolving considering individual diff(;lrences in the subject 1J, 
;interaction within the fraternity and its effects an his motives ,for 
membership? Was the social pressure created in the experimental 
sess;ion excessive? Was it feasible to use an interview to determine 
reference group--non-reference group membership? D.l,d the situational 
context in which each phase was conducted confound. the research? · 
Finally, was the phase III interview biased in the direction of the 
reference group category so that it would require very negative su~-
jects to register as non-reference group subjects? 
The first problem is that the critical i tem.s may not have been 
ego-involving for the subjects studied. If this were so, their char-
acteristic modes of response to those stimuli would not have been 
elicited. The results indicate that the critical items about fraterni-
ties dig.elicit, very few neutral responses (3 per cent), At face 
value we might say that the stimuli were at least minimally involving. 
In addition, it will be remembered that the critical items were all 
positive or negative statements. To the positive ~raternity items the 
plants in phase II gave only very negative evaluations and to the 
negative frate:rini ty i tams they gave only very positive evaluations. 
This pre1;:1ented the s-qbject with a continual conf],ict between be:i,ng 
loyal to his fraternity or standing out as the only one not agreeing 
with the majority. This in itself was thought to height~n the sub~ 
ject's ego~involvement in the stimulus situation. These were the face 
value assumptions about the critical items and the stimulus situation 
in phase II which seemed justification enough for assuming that the 
stimuli would be ego-involving. 
However, the subject population in this research belonged. to 
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f;raterni ties which va.ry in size and hierarcM cal differentiation. This 
variation in size and their status and role relations can mean a vari,;1.-
tion in the degree of face to face interaction. Jncreasing size would 
reduce the probability of interaction and the formation of norms 
common to all members which are inte:i;-nalized as ego-attitudes and 
regulate their behavior. Though the critical i terns may have been ego ... 
involving in terms of the topic of fraternities in general they may or 
may not have been attitudinally relevant to each subjf;lct. The subjects, 
though giving lip service to the collective values e:)(flressed in the 
norms of their fraternity, may have a much more limited and individual 
pattern of interpersonal interaction from which emerge their personal 
attitudes in relation to the fraternity. Thus, a person may find only 
certain aspects of the group's valuE)s and specif:i,c mEJmbers personalJ,.y 
important. He may not perceive his membership in the fraternity in 
terms of norms co:rnmon to all group members but only those norms specif~>' 
ic to a smaller clique of indi victuals with whom he regularly interacts. 
The norms internalized from this clique would more accurately charact-
erize his attitudes toward his fraternity as his reference group. They 
also form the reference scales to which he conforms whereas the 
organizational norms may be more involved in the ttrole playing11 he 
; 
engages in as a fraternity man. In keeping with the distinqtion be-
tween conformity and compliance offered by Pollis (1967) this adherence 
to the fraternity's organizational norms that are not internalized as 
attitudes would be compliant behavior. 
Therefore, the stijnu.li presented had to be ego-,.involving and rele-
vant in terms of those group values and activities which were important 
to each. subject. With this in mind, it can be seen that the critical 
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:i,tems in the first and second phases dealt with relatively global 
group values which were probably less relevant to subjects than items 
relating to specific motives and limited acti v'i ties with their cliques 
in the fraternity. 
It is not surprising that subjects should shift to a weak or very 
weak membership position when confronted with social pressure in the 
experimental session and st:i.11 appear very committed to their fratern .... 
i ty in the pha$e III interview. The critical items may have encompass-
ed only organizational values to which the subject p11blicly adheres due 
to social expectations in bis fraternity. Thus, when the force of 
social expectations was reversed the subjects no longer adhered to the 
values previously expressed. 
As stated above the critical items used in this study might have 
been m'\lch les$ reJ,evant to the subject's own personal values than norms 
formed during interpersonal interaction with a smaller set of individ-
uals. Presenti:pg a subject critical items based on small reference 
group norms might have elicited responses refJecting greater ego-
involvement and hence a greater tendency to polarization. Such norms 
internal:i.zed as the subject's own attitudes would probably.have been 
more resistant to the social pressure in the experimental session. 
The second point to be considered is the possibility of excessive 
social pressure in phase II WQere the ratio of plant to subject was 
3d. Asch (1952} found that a unanimous majo:ri ty of three induced as 
much compliance from one subject as a majority of fifteen. Considering 
the possibility that the cri t:l,cal i terns were peripheral to the sub-
ject •sown personal reasons for belopging to his fraternity, the number 
of plants anq the collective impact of their negative evaluations on 
the critical items may have only induced the subjects to comply with 
the plants on the critical items.. Compliance can be thought of on a 
continuum ·from lying to a temporary shift in perception under social 
pressure, The 3:1 ratio could have effected a temporary perceptual 
shift if the ego-involvement of the subjects were low, i.e., if the 
fraterntty wais not the subject's reference group. This could be an 
additional factor accounting for the large amount of displacemmt 
among the subjects. In the light of Asch's research the number of 
plants in phase IT may have resulted in a high degree of compliance 
from the subjects. 
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The third problem that arose with this method was that of stand-
ard;tzation in the phase III interview. This interview served the cru-
cial purpose of providing the investigator with some indication as to 
whether or not the fraternity was the subject's reference group. This 
in turn was compared with the amount of displacement found from phases 
I to II to determine if these indications of reference group t~es were 
connected.. There were two difficulties that arose in the interview in 
phase III. 
The experimenter tended to rely too much on subjective impressions 
in assigning subjects to a category with no attempt at rating each sub-
ject on a scale on an item by item basis during the interview. This 
should definitely be avoided as it tends to be misleading. More reli-
ance should be made on relevant quantifiable indicants of reference 
group membership, i.e., content analysis as used in this research and 
the subject's stated activities in his fraternity. 
In :phase III some subjects tended to respond less than others. 
These few (4) subjects answered the interviewer in a very clipped 
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manner giving little information about themselves and their fraternity. 
Since they made the fewest spontaneous references to their fraternity 
they were very difficult to categorize. Since assignment to a category 
should be based on an equal amount of information for all subjects ad-
ditional questions should have been used to obtain information. If an 
equal amount of information was not obtainable this might have been 
grounds for di~carding a subject from the research. 
The fourth point to be considered is the question of the contexts 
in which phases I, II and III were conducted. Charters and Newcomb 
(1947) have demonstrated the effect of h~ightened awareness of group 
membership on students in the classroom situation. Students subtly 
reminded of their religious affiliation gave significantly more re-
sponses in accord with the norms of their denominations than those not 
reminded. In terms of phase I of the research the subject may or may 
not ~ave perceived himself as a fraternity man as much as a student in 
the classroom. Had the phase I questionnaire been admini(:itered in the 
fraternity houses a significantly different baseline attitudinal posi-
tion may have been obtained. This raises the question of the situa-
tional salience of reference group attitudes and especially the 
expression of these attitudes. Though this complex topic is beyond 
the scope of this project it must be kept in mind while evaluating 
the results of this research and in future research, 
Finally, it appears likely that the questionnaire used in phase 
III of this research may have been biased toward those subjects with 
positive feelings about their fraternity. The questionnaire lacks al-
most any items designed to elicit negative responses. 
Throughout the interview it was the resear,cher's intent not to 
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arou.se unnecessary suspicions about the purpose of the study, Li).{e ... 
wise the interview was made as non-threatening as possible by asking 
questions so as to provide the subject with opportunities to express 
either negative or positive attitudes about his group membership w;i.th-
out forcing the answers, However, it is the opinion of this researcher 
that without asking at least a few questions focusing specifically on 
any negative aytitudes a subject may have held about his fraternity a 
questionnaire with· a positive bias was being used. Th.is seems espec-
ially relevant in light of the large number of subjects categorized 
(on the basis of the questionnaire) as taking the fraternity as a 
reference group that actually shifted their attitudinal position to 
a non-reference group stand under social pressure. 
Recommendations for Future Study 
This research endeavored to determine if displacement of prev:i.ous~ 
ly expressed-attitudinal positions under social pressure would serv;e as 
an indicant of reference group membership. It did not prove highly 
successfu.l. ·If this method is to be explored further a different ap-
proach is suggested by this author. In particular it is suggested. ' 
that the following things be established. 
First, the researcher might study subjects with established group 
relationships and determine prior to the experimental session whether 
or not.that group functions as a reference group for them. Natural 
observation and the techniques for determining group structure and the 
important norms (Sherif & Sherif, 1964) could be used for this purpose. 
Second, to confirm the field observations it would be useful to 
study the group structure in a controlled situation. The modified 
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softball throw judgment task (Davis, 1970) and the pinball judgment 
situation (Rebouche, 1969) could both be used for socio-graming the 
group structure. In addition the pinball judgment situation could also 
be used for the study of the formation and persistence of norms partic.,. 
ular to the group. The degree of similarity and persistence of indi-
vidual norms may function as an operational definition of group stabil-
ity. 
Knowledge of group structure and its stability would be useful in 
evaluating individual differences in conformity to group norms. ';['he 
more stable a group structure the greater the consensus on each mem~ 
ber's role and status. The greater the group consensus on.Ja.¢h mem-
ber's status and role expectations the more consistent are their ex-
pectations for one another. 
In matters that are important in the formation and/or maintenance 
of the group, differential expectations are established for different 
status members (Sherif & Sherif, 1964). The high status members have a 
much more narrow latitude of acceptable behavior in matters of import-
ance to the group. However, they are allowed more room to deviate in 
matters of .less importance to the group than lower status members. The 
lower status members, on the other hand, are not bound by the same 
narrow latitudes for acceptable behavi'b~. They are allowed to dev{ate 
more in matters of importance to the group than the high status members, 
Since conformiti to group norms under social pressure is the critical 
measure in this research this information on differential expectations 
in relation to norms important to the gl'oup could be invaluable. 
Having determined whether the group is a reference group for the 
individuals studied (in both field and laboratory), and identified the 
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status hierarchy and norms of the group, then the resistance to change 
of reference group attitudes under social pressure could be studied on 
an individual basis. An experimental situation similar to .that used in 
phase II in this research coulp. be employed. 
These recommended changes shou.1,d clarify the importance of the 
stimuli ,to the,group members as well as the differential expectations 
of each member's role. Ind:i,vidual differences in displace,ment·under 
social pressure could then be studied in terms of the specific stru~~ 
ture and processes of the group observed. A more limited but better 
evaluation of displacement as an indicah:~ of reference group membership 
might then be made. 
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Directions~ 
Plea.se judge the following statements on the sea.le provided below 
ea.ch item, You are to check the space that best describes the way you 
view each item. Simply ask yourself how you view the statement (i.e., 
whettier you feel it is a~~ statement, an anti statement, a 
neutral_ statement, a Rro statement, or a .rn.m. statement) and then 
check the appropriate space. -Remember, judge the statements as you 
really feel abqut them. Thank you. 
All college stµdents are ~ubversives. 
Very Anti -Anti Neutral Pro __ Very Pro __ 
A oollege education is worth the effort ;lt takes to acquire it. 
Very Anti• Anti· Neutral Pro Very Pro__,.,.....,._. 
l, College helps people matl,1.I'e irito adults. 
Very Arrrii_....,_...,. i\riti;.........,....,..,... Neutral__,...,._.,... Pro ___ Vezy Pr~-
2. Dorms are the best place for students to live because the living 
cond;i, tions in dorms are supervised by the university, 
Very Anti ......... ___ Anti ___ Neutral ___ Pro ___ Very Pro __ 
3. College a.thl~tics are ;necessary since the;iy provide entertainment 
for most students as well as scholarships for the players. 
Very Anti'-....... - Anti ___ Neutral ___ Pro ___ Very Pro __ _ 
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4. '!'he few required coursE!s outside of your major area help round out 
your edu.ca~ion. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral . Pro Very Pro ;................,...,. --- ...-,.,-- --- _,_,...,_ 
5. 'l'he'food in res:i.dence halls is terrible~ 
Vecy A.nt:i._. _.......,.,Anti.,... __ Neutral'---- Pro__,,......,_ Very Pro'---
6. College ci9,n provide one with good social contacts. 
Very Anti ___ Anti ___ Neutral ____ Pro __ Very Pro_. __ 
7. The:re is nothing wrong with changing your major, even if it means 
the loss of a semester's ored:Lt, if you are satisfied in the long 
rl,lil~ 
Very Anti Anti· Neutral Pro Very Pro --- --- _.......,..,... --- ---
8. On~ .of the best ways to have all the good things in college life 
is to belong to a fraternity. 
Very Anti . Anti Neutr~ Pro Ve'Y"IT Pro 
--- --- --,,.--- --- -y __.........,.... 
9, Th~ ~stem of grading in college does more harm than good, 
Very Anti Anti Nijut~al Pro Very Pro ---- ..,......,..,..__,... --...,.......... --- ---
10. Residence; halls are much betteT now that they are coed. 
Very Anti_,.....,.,... Anti.....,., __ Neutral.,..... __ Pro ___ Very Pro ____ 
11. A college education is the best way for a young person to "be 
e:xposed to tn(;l ideas of great leaders and thinkers~ 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pro Verv Pro ---· '--- -- --- -., --
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· 12, A college education allows you to find more personal satisfaction 
in life than you would without it. 
Very Anti._., __ Anti__.,..,_.,. Neutral.-...,_,,_ Pro._.,..._. Very Pro___,...,..._ 
13. It would be worth the effort to start the school year early_and 
fini13h the first semester final e:x:ams be.fore Christmas. 
Very Anti Anti Neutrc11 Pro Very Pro --- '--- --- --- ---
14. · Life in the residence hall is impersonal and J,onely. 
Very Alnti_·..,.,_. .... Anti ___ Neutral ___ . Pro __ ""'· Very Pro __ ................ 
· 15. ];3eing a fraternity man sort of helps to complete a student 1.s 
education. · 
Very Anti · Anti Neutral Pro . Very Pro . _ __..,_ --- --- --- ---
16, Fixed college requirements often fail to take into account the 
interests of the student, as well as his previous exposure to 
. courses in high school or other colleges, · 
Very Anti-..-- Anti......--~Neutral .............. _ Pro....,__,.,_ Very Fro __ __,_ 
17. Bll:l.ok study cl,lrriculums should be a part of higher edu(;lation.. 
Very 1\ntj, _ _,..._ .Anti....,......__,.,... Neutral ___ Pro_...,.,.,.. Very Pro.....,_...,._ 
18. College classrooms sh.ould not be used to challenge the teachings 
that students h~ve received from their parents. 
Very Anti-.._,__ Anti ___ Neutral __ ..,. Pro ___ V~ry Pro_ .................... 
19. The co].lege system tends to m,a.ke the student feel like he is a 
product on a production line. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pro Very Pro --- __ ,__ ---- --~ ---
20. It makes no d:i,ff.'erence if students never talk with their prof es--· 
.so:rs outside of class. 
'1i1c:;. Very_ Anti Anti Neutral Pro Very Pro __ _, ..., _ _. --.- --- ---
21. The pass-fail system allows students to escape the· pressures of 
competitive grading a.nd learn what interests them the most. 
Very Anti ____ Anti ___ Neutral,__,_.,. Pro ___ Very Pro __ 
22, Student government is usually unresponsive to the wishes of th~ 
general student body, 
Ve-,. Ant:i, Anti N~utral Pro Very Pro . ., ..,_..,,__ ;..,__,_ ~-- --- __ .,.. 
23~ The more people who ha.ve an opportunity to have an education the 
better. 
VeT"IT An_ti Ant:i, Neutral Pro Very .Bro 
.., ., ---- ,_........,_ --- --- ---
The best thing about a oollege edu.cation is that a. person's 
earning power is increased by receiving the degree: 
Very Anti Anti · Neutral Pre;, Very Pro ---- ;.,.,......,.._ --- --- ---
25. Living avvay from home while 1::1.ttending college is an experience 
that helps y9u to mature. 
Vecy Anti"'--- Anti,__•......-- Neutral ___ Pro ___ Very Pro __ 
26. All fraternities are just snobbish, conceited little groups. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pro Ve'MT' Pro ---- _ _,___ --- .,..,_...__ . ., --
27. Only by living in a dorm;i,tory is a student ~ble to me~t a lot of 
peOple anq make many friends. 
Very Anti:.-.....-... Anti ___ Neutral __ Pro._.,_. Very Pro ___ _ 
28, Large universities too often create a problem of alienation and 
lonel·ip.ess :i,n students. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pl:-o Very Pro --- .................. --- --- ----
29 •. Stu,dent government is a lot to do about nothing. 
Very Anti ____ Anti ____ Neutral _____ Pro~_Very Pro~ ........ 
30. The percentage of college educated people in a society is a sign 
of progress. 
VeT'U' Anti Anti Neutral Pro Ve"MT Pro -., :,_....__.. ;__,..---- -- -- -., --
. Jl. Student government is usually just a puppet organization used by 
the .administration. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pro Ve'I.;{ Pro --- -- -- -- --
32. The f~cilities, the food, and the hours in residence halls are all 
poor, 
Very Anti ___ Anti __ Neutral __ Pro __ .. Vecy P:ro ...... __ 
33. In. a fraternity it's sort of difficult to really be yoursel.f'. 
Very Anti_. ___ !qti __ · .._ ..... Neutrc3rl __ Pro __ Very Pro __ 
34. You sho'Uld always live with a' room mate that you can get along 
w:L th •. 
Very Anti....,..__ Anti,__ Neutral __ Pro __ Very Pro --
35. The worst·place to li-ve on campus is in a dormitory. 
Very Ant;i. Anti Neutral Pro Very Pro -- -- -- -- --
J6. A college education carries a lot of worthwhile prestige. 
37. 
Very Ant:!. __ Anti __ Neutral_·_,.... Pro _ __,.. Very Pro _ __,.. 
The influences of dormitories on college students is usually 
pleas:i,ng to parents. 
Very Anti Anti Neutral Pro Very Pro -- -- -- -- --
38. Colleges should .allow all stude.nts to practice whatever religious 
beliefs are important to them~ 
Vecy Ant:!. __ Anti ____ Neu.tral __ Pro __ Very Pro __ 
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Name ·--------....-..---....------....... --__,....,.,_...._. _______ __.,... __ 
Age~....-....-.--...-........ ...-...... 
Sex (circle one) M F 
Place of birth 
______ ....,,,,C..,...i t!'""y..,...· ------------~S..,...ta~t,...e ......... ·· ---
Where is your home address ___ .......,,.._,. __ ..,..._ _____ .,,._._...--_...,....._ 
C:L ty State 
Present campus address __ ,_,,....,..........,._..,-...,..,.... __ ___, ___ ....,..,..,,....,._....,.,,,_..._......,. __ 
-Major .... ------...... ------------------~.....,..--__,.-
liave you had more than o:ne major? .If so, please list them below. 
How are you classified? F.resh ___ Soph ................... Jr ___ Sr _ _,_~ 
How long have you attendect OSU? to ---------- __ ....,...,. _____ _,...,_ 
Where did you graduate from highschool?~-~-----...... --.-................ -~~-
APPEND;[X B 
QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTERED FROM A TAP.E RECORDING 
IN PHASE II 
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l. Campus po:L:j. tical organiza"tiions o.f;f,'er the most valuable l.earn:i,ng 
experiences a S'~udent can have. 
Very Negcti ve~Negati ve_,_/Jeutral_PO$iti ve_Very Positive.,._..,.... 
2. Residence hall living is quite nice because many of the student's 
needs are supplied for him. 
Very Negati ve ____ Negati ve_Ifeutral_Posi ti ve_Vecy Positive-,--
3, Part:i.cipation in a Black Studies program is useful and important 
for all students. 
Vecy Negative_Negati ve_,_NeutraJ.._. ... _Posi tive_Vecy Pos:i. tive_ 
4. The Student Councils in the different colleges on campus are 
trivial. 
Vecy Negative Negative !foutral Positive Very Positive -.-. -. . ~' -·. -. - -· ~-
5. Men's Residence Hall Associatiop is a significant and valuable 
organizat:i,on in which to participate. 
Very Neg. ati ve Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
__..... - -.-..--. ~ -. 
6. Th:ls campus is cold and :i.mperi:ionaL 
Very Negative > Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
~ - ~· _,...,.....,.._ -
7. It's kind of hard to just be yourself when you live in a frater-
nity. · 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive · . ..__.,._.. ~ __,__. . ~' ~
8. OSU is one large university where it is very easy to meet people 
and make friends, 
Very Negati ve_Negati ve_._._Neutral ___ Posi ti ve __ Very Positive__,..,_. 
9, Even though yQu may get a few interesting courses, most classes 
in college are very boring. 
Very Negative __ ,Negative~Neutral_Positive_. _Very Positive.....,...,... 
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10. The student body at osu is generally unconcerned and laoking in 
.. inV'olvement. · 
. Very Negative-...--Negati ve__;;.,..Neutral .......... Posi ti ve_Very Positive_. 
11. Dorm living is stale a.nd monotonJus. 
I 
Very Negative~Negative_Neutral_Positive_Very Positive....,..,.,... 
+2, The ,ROTC offers students a chance to prepare themselves .for a 
satisfying career, 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive . 
. .-...-. ~ ~ ~ ~ 
13. · The social atmosphere on this campus is warm and personal. 
· Very Negative __ Negative_NeutraJ,....,._.Positive_Very Positive_ 
i4. Classroom lectures are dull ~nd many times seem purposeless. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive .- -.-. - ._,._ -
15. Fraternity life is one of the best ways to e:xperience the finer 
things ~n college life. 
Very Negati. ve Negative Neutral. Positive Very Positive 
.._......_. - _..,_.. ~ -
16. College lectures are pointed and interesting. 
Very- Negati ve_Negati ve_Neutral:_Posi ti ve_Very Positive_ 
17. Participation in the Students for a Democratic Society is point~ 
less·~ 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive . ' - .-.-- ..,.._. ......._...... ~ 
18, Dorm life gives students the greatest opportun:i, ty to llleet and 
learn about peopie different from themselves, 
Very Negati ve_Nega.ti V'6_,.._.Neutral._.Positi ve_Ve.,..y Poi;i ti,ve_ 
19. Campus ministers provide valuable advice to stu~ents searching for 
a better understanding of their spiritual beliefs~ 
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Very Negati ve~egative_~eutral___Posi ti ve_Very Positive_ 
20. It's. absurd to be a student politician when you, only get insign::lf.,. 
icant responses to your suggestions or criticism. 
Very Negative ___ Negative..,...........,Neutral___,.,_Positive_,___Very Positive~ 
21. The ROTC is senseless because it attempts to turn men into robots 
tha;t re~ond to orders without question. 
Very Negati ve_Negati ve_Neutral_Posi ti ve __ Very Ptisi ti ve_ 
22. ·Tpe only committed group of students on this campus are the· 
Students for a Democratic Society. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral P'ositive Very Positive 
.......,._..... ~ ~ ~ . --
23. Leg:i.timate student protests are meaningful and worthwhile acts. 
Very Negl;l,tive_Negati ve_Neutral ............ Posi ti ve_Very Posi t:i,ve_ 
24. College curriculums that require students to take courses that are 
of little value to their area of interest are pointless. 
Very Negative_Negative_Neutral_Positive_Very Positive ___ 
25. Student government is not worth participating in if both student 
body and administration ::lgnore it, · 
Very Negative_,.._.Negative_Neutral_ ...... J'ositive_Very Positive,......._ 
¢6. A student's education is more complete if he has lived in a 
fratern:i,ty. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive - .. --..-.. ~ - ~ 
27, The ROTC is only playing soldier. 
Very Negative_ Negative __ Neutra.l_,__Posi ti ve_Very Pos:i. ti ve_ 
28. It is nonsensical to belong to campus political organizations. 
Very Negative Negative .Neutral Positive Very Positive 
..,.__.. ~ ~ - -
29. If your life were in immediate danger you. could expect people on 
this campus to become involved. 
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Very ·Negative.....,._Negati ve __ Ne'l,l.tra.1-,..,.-Posi·ti ve_Very Positive_ 
30. Participation in religious student unions is pointless for most 
students. 
Very Negative..._...,,.Negative __ Neutral_Posi t:i,ve_Very Positive___:. 
31. Living in an apartment is an 1ndiv:i,du1;1l and valuable experience. 
Very Negative,___..Negative~Neutral___,.Positive......--Very Positive~ 
12, It's silly to participate in such a meaningless activity as 
131;,udent government. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive · - - ~ - ~ 
.33. On every campus the most self-centered, stuck up cliques are 
always fraternit:i,es, 
Very Negati ve_Negati ve_!foutra).__Posi ti ve __ Very Positive_ 
34, College :i,13 a sacrifice that is worth the effo;rt. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive - - -- _.,... -
35. The competition for grades, created by the "college curve 11 makes 
the pursuit of knowledge for its own sake impossible. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
---.,. - - ___...,.. -
,36. College is a very lonely exper:i,ence. 
Very Negative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
~ - - ·- -
37. 1ife .in a residence hall is full of interesting and exciting 
experiences. 
Very Negat:i,ve Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
~ -· ~- -· -
,38, Student government offers the concerned student a~ opportunity to 
get involved in meaningful campus activities. 
Very N~gative Negative Neutral Positive Very Positive 
. ..........-- ..__. ~ ___....... -
APPENDIX C 
QUESTlONNAJRE USED IN PHASE III. 
What is your general opinion of OSU? 
What do you think of the way the administration runs things at 
OSU? 
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What about the physical structure of the campus? Do you feel like 
it has been designed with your needs in mind? 
Do you think that the aQI11inistration should change its ways of 
handling things at OSU? 
Did you have muqh occasion to visit OSU before you enroJled to go 
here? What were the occasions? 
Who did you learn about OSU from before you came here? 
Well, why did you come? 
Did some of your friends come up here? 
Do you ever see many of those people around anymore? 
How long have you been going to OSU? 
Well, that means you have been here almost ____ years now. How 
do most of the students look to you? I mean, what differences do you 
notice in the st-udent body? 
How do you feel you have done so far in college? 
Well, when you judge your progress like that, what do you think 
you are comparing yourself with--past experience, the people around 
you, or what? 
What ~o you think about the course curriculum at 0SU? 
Holir about the campus itself? What do yo·u like best about it? 
Do you spend much time on the campus each day? Just roughly, how 
much? 
Generally, what do you do during that time? 
Where' do. you live on campus'? l see •.. Haye you lived there long? 
You know, I used to know some of. your brothers about three years 
ago, I liked them, We used to cram for tests together. 
Say, how come you decided to live there? (pause) You say that 
is how you felt when you pleqged? 
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You know, fraternities are a:n institution just like all these 
other things we have been talking about. They have formal rules and 
rituals and evefY"thing, I know. I used to be an active member of a 
house on this campus. I got married about three years a.go and haven't 
had much .time for anything else since. I miss it some. 
·Has your house changed much for you since you moved in? 
Say, I asked you how much time you spent on campus. Do. you spend 
all the rest of your time back whe:re you live? · Well, how much time is 
that? 
How about intramural sports? Did you play any this year? What 
f!ports?· Just for the guys where you l:i.ve'? 
How about organizations on the campus? They are sort of institu-
tional. Do you belong to a;n,y of the campus organizat:i,ons? 
How a.bout student politics? Did you take part in the st11dent 
elec~ions this year? 
Did yo1,1 campaign for anyone in the last election? Hey, that is 
pretty good. Did any of the guys in the house campaign for him also? 
How about you'2' Do you hold any elected or leadership positions on 
campus? Row about off campus'?' 
Say, what do you think of the way Dr. Kamm has treated the student 
senate? 
Do you see much difference in him and Dr. Holloman, the President 
at OU? 
Hey, what do you think of Holloman sayj.ng he wanted to run the 
fraternity system of'f the campus at OU? 
Do you think thcl.t the administration and the students heri:l can 
avoid the problems that have occurred on other campuses around the 
country? 
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Do you think that thE1 administration should m1;1.ke all the freshmen 
live in dorms :i,f they can't fill up their residence halls? Why not? 
Will you be going to school here next year? Where will you be 
living? Do you know? 
You know, the image of the college student has changed somewhat :i,n 
the last few years~ What to you is the ideal college student like? 
You know, college is many things to many people. When you picture 
college what are the first things that come to your mind? 
Well, how about yourself? When you think of your own character, 
you knew, whether you are a good person (pause), do you judge yourself 
with people here at college or elsewhere? Who? 
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